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1. Introduction 
Random changes of time scale were first introduced by VolkDnskii for single 
component Markov processes in [3] and simultaneous changes o: rime scales of the 
components of a vector Markov process with finitely many cdrnponents were 
introduced by the author in [2]. This paper concerns countably many simultaneous 
changes of time scale. The emphasis herein will be on questions related to measurabil- 
ity, Dynkin’s Lemma, and the strong Markov property. The existence of countably 
many changes of time scales is easily demonstrated using the methods of [2] and 
will not be dealt with here. 
2. Preliminaries 
Consider a locally compact state space E having a countable base. The Bore1 
subsets of E will be denoted by 8. A point d not in E is adjoined to E as an 
isolated point if E is compact or the point at infinity if E is not compact with the 
enlarged space denoted by &. The a-algebra generated by 8 and {A} will be 
denoted by &. CO(&) will denote the Banach space of real-valued continuous 
functions vanishing at infinity under the supremum norm. For each n 2 1, 
{On, 9”, 9:, O:, &‘, Pi} will be a standard Markov process with state space Eh (see 
[l] for notation and terminology). It will be assumed that each Wi consists of all 
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maps o : [0, oo]+ & which are right-continuous, have left limits, o(a) = A, and 
o(s)=A if sat and m(t)=A. Moreover, it will be assumed that 9” = 
~(6:: OSSS~$ that 9: = o( 4:: 0 s s s t), that 5:’ is the t-th coordinate function 
on L?“, and that 6:) is the t-th shift operator on LV. Expectations relative to Pi will 
be denoted by I!:[*]. 
To consider countably many processes simultaneously, we let X = flz = 1 &, 
endowed with the product topology, KJ = nz= 1 W”, and the usual product a-algebra 
9=n;=, 9”‘. Points in X will be denoted by x = (x,) and the Bore1 subsets of X 
by 2’. For each x = (x,,} E X, we define the measure space (f&S, P,) to be the product 
of the measure spaces (a’*, 9”, Pt” ), n 2 1. C(X) will denote the Banach space of 
real-valued continuous functions on X under the supremum norm. The indicator 
function of a set A will be denoted by I,+ If A is a finite subset of the set k-4 of 
positive integers, 9 l will denote the set of functions fE C(X) such that f(x) depends 
only upon the components Xj of x z= (x,) for which Jo A. We frequently use the 
notation frx,: j E A ) for a function in !G&. We will also let 9 denote the set of 
continuous functions depending only upon finitely many coordinates. 
If % is any o-subalgebra of 9, 99’ will denote the completion of %’ with respect 
to the family of measures {P,: x E X}; that is, A E 3’ if for each x E X there is A, E 52 
and a subset A& of a set N, E 9 with P.J NJ = 0 such that A = (A, - M,) u 
f l , - A, J. Clearly, 29~ 3’. The following ‘tail event’ type result is crucial for the 
passage from finitely many components to infinitely many components. 
Lemma 1. I{ $, 9,,, . . . are independent classes qf random uariables for each P, 
and I,, c ?I,,, n 2 I , then 
n u’( x,, . . . . x,,, !‘I,, 4 1, . . .) = u’(.Y,, 3-2, * * .). 
It 
Proof. It suffices to prove that n,, a’(&, . . . , X,,, ?I,,+ 1v m . JC a’(&, f, . l .). Con- 
sider a fixed x E X, any bounded n,, a’(.t’ I, . . . , X,,, ?I,,+ 1, . . .)-measurable function 
f, and F > 0. Using the fact that f is equal a.e. P, to a o(&, 9>,, . . .)-measurable 
function and the mean martingale convergence theorem, there is an rvz such that 
Ilf-E,[fl~(~~,9 * * . 9 I!),JI = E,[I f - ~,[fl~m, . * l * L,)lll< F. 
Letting g = E,[fla(p),, . . . , ))),,,>]. l[f -gJI< F. Since E,[ *1(7,, (r(.&, . . . .X,,, 
$1 
:I ,,r I*. . . I] is a contraction operator, 
I [I E, f n u(X,, . . . ,.t‘,,, ?I,,+ ]r . . .) ?I 1 
-E, g na(x ,,...,. t’,*,y),a+l ,...) [I CF. I1 II 
Noting that f is u’(S,, . . . , Xllr y),,+ I, , . .)-measurable and therefore equal a.e. P, 
to :i M .t’ lt . . . . .t’,,, ?I,, + 1, . . .)-measurable function. 
f=E[fldfI.. . . &, I?lntl,. . J] a.e. 9,. 
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BY the martingale convergence theorem, f= E,Vln,, @,, l l l 9 J,, 
!!L+1, l l *)I a.e. P,. We now show that 
E, 
[I 
g n 0(X1,. . . ,J,, Y&+,, . . . )I =E,[gl~(&, X2,. . .)] a.e. p,. n 
Since g is 0(&, . . . , Dn)- measurable for n 3 m and o(D,, . . . , tl)n) is independent 
of (T(Pln+lr Pln+*r l l l )9 
for n 2 m. Again by the martingale convergence theorem, 
E, 
[I 
g n a(&, . . . , X,, an+,, . . .) = E,[gla(.X,, X2,. . .)] a.e. P,. 
n I 
Therefore Ilf- E,[gla(&, &, . . .)]I1 < E; that is, f can be approximated in the mean 
by a o(.z’,, &, . . .) -measurable function. This proves that fis (T’(.&, &, . . .)-measur- 
able. 
3. Multiparameter processes 
Each of the 6: can and will be thought of as a random variable on 0. This fact 
will be used to construct a vector process having the [r, n 2 1, as components, each 
with its own time scale. To do this, we take as our parameter space T = flz_ 1 [0, a] 
with the product topology. Elements t E T will be denoted by t = (&). If s = (S,), 
t = (t,,) E T, we write s < t if s, < t,, for all 
by putting i,,t = (z~, f2, . . . , t,, oo,oo, . . .) whenever t = (z,,). A map f : 
-a I
\ ‘l.Sff 
If for each +(?,,)E T and w=(w,,btrrR. we define ~&)=(~~(w,,)), then t.(o) is 
right-continuous on T. Left liml “3 on T can be defined similarly and i.(w) has left 
limits on T. If fi, 1 s is k, are bounded 2“ measurable functions on X such that 
f,(x) depends only upon the i-th component Xi of x =(x,) and t = (t,,) E T, then 
Ex [ I ii lx:,> = iiEx,[m~,)l i=l i=l (3.1) 
since the 9, measure is just the product of the Pi,. 
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We will have need of two families of a-algebras. We put 
,U=a’(S~~:O~s,~oo,n~l), Ai, = u’(~~~ : 0 S s, S tn, n 3 1). 
Note that 9~ Ju and e c &, for all t E T. We also put &+==nsLzI & If f is a 
map from 0 to X, we write fE 97/g, for example, if f’(E) E Sy for all E E Z If 
f is an extended real-valued function on 0, we write f~ 9 if f’(E) E @) for all 
Bore1 subsets E of the extended reals; the notation f~ b@ signifies that f is also 
bounded. For each t = (t,) E T, we define a shift operator & : f2 + f2 by putting 
O,(O) = (0: (0,)) whenever w = (o,) E 0. Note that [,+h = &o or8 whenever t, h E T. 
If f~ b%‘, we define f&x> = Ex[f(&)], mz X. 
Since most treatments of Markov processes deal only with a single time parameter, 
it is necessary to touch upon some measurability problems. We first examine the 
measurability of the mapping x + E,[ Y] for suitable Y. If Y has the form n,“_, Y, 
where Yi E ba( (ii : 0 6 si s a), then E,[ Y] =nF=, Exi[ Yi] and the map x --, Ex[ Y] 
is 3?’ measurable since each of the maps Xi + E,,[ Yi] has this property. This result 
can then be extended to an arbitrary random variable YE b@ by a monotone class 
argument. We next observe that 6, E 97/%’ for each t E T by definition of $) and 
& E J&/%’ since 9; c JZI for each t E T. If f~ b%‘, then f(Z;) E be c b@’ and the 
map x + E,[f( &)I is %’ measurable; in particular, if A E X, the map x + P_Jf, E A] 
is %’ measurable for each t E T. As to the shift operators, it is easily verified that 
t& E fl+h /$) whenever t, h E T. Note, in particular, that &, E 9@/@’ for each h E T. 
Lemma 2. For each t = (t,,) E T and Y E bS@‘, 
E.,[YoB,IJu,(=E,,[Y] ax. P,. 
This lemma is proved by first noting that &, can be replaced by 9:’ since .ti, is 
contained in the completion of 9,’ with respect o 9, and then proving the assertion 
for Y of the form n,“=, Yi where each Yi is measurable relative to a( &, : 0 s S, s Q. 
Further details are not warranted. 
According to Lemma 2, the system (0. ..,tl, . Cl,, 8,, 6,. P,) is a Markov process; this 
process can be thought of as representing the mllltion of a countably infinite system 
of particles each having its own time scale. 
4. Stopping time vectors 
In order to change time scales of the components of the 6, process imultaneously, 
we must first define a stopping time vector with infinitely many components, this 
having been done in [2] for fiilitely many components. Although the definition in 
[2] has an obvious extension to infinitely many components, an alternative definition 
is needed to overcome some technical difficulties and is based on the following lemma. 
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Lemma 3. A, = n, dint for all t E T. . 
proof. Put ?!n = a’( rS”, : 0 s s,, s m) and ct;‘,, =a’( &s”, : 0 s s,, s 1,) in Lemma 1. 
Definition. The vector-valued function 7 = (7,: having extended real-valued non- 
negative functions on 0 as components i an A,(&,+) stopping time vector if 
fi (T&I,}dt, fi (+,aJEw‘i& for each c E T. 
m-1 m=l 
The following lemma provides an alternative definition of a stopping time vector. 
Lemma 4. T = (T,,) is an .I, stopping time oector if and only if 
n 
f-l{ T,,, g t”, } E Ati,, for all n 2 1 and t E T. 
01 = 1 
then T = (t,,) is an &,, stopping time vector: if each r,, is real-valued, the converse is 
true. 
Proof. Suppose 7 is an l , stopping time vector. Then 
(1 
ni T,,, s r,,,) = ii bt,, s Ll f-l 6 t 7 ,)1 s 00) E .JHi,, for all 113 1 and t 
,?I = 1 nl -= 1 ?n=#)l+ I 
E T. 
and fhi - s f,,,) E Jti,, ; therefo. c‘ 
by Lemma 3. This completes the proof of the first assertion. The first part of the 
second assertion is r -*Ed in the same way. Suppose now that each r, is real-valued 
and 7 = (7”) is an A cI+ stopping time vector. Then 
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For T = (7,) having real-valued components, the first assertion of the pre- 
ceding lemma is applicable to both 4, and .N 1+ stopping time vectors; that is, 
r is an JU,(A,+) stopding time vector if and only if ni =, { 7, s t,} E 
&J(fl~= 1 (TV c tm} E Ai,,) for all n 2 1 and t E T. 
This characterization of real-valued stopping time vectors is essential for proving 
properties of such vectors. 
Definition. If 7 = (7,) is an .&,(A&+) stopping time vector, &(A,+) is the o-- 
subalgebra of JU containing all sets A E 42 such that 
An f’j {q,,q,,}~.M, An fi {r,,,<t,,,}E& forall tE7Y. 
m=l m= 1 
Lemma 5. If 7 = (7,) is ,&, 
Lemma6 If 7=(7,) is an .a,( .k,+) stopping time vector, then r is J&( Al,+) measure- 
able. 
The proof of this lemma involves showing that n:, =, { T,,~ s t,,} E &T(or .&+) for 
all t = 0,) and n 3 1. Since this is a routine argument, it will be omitted. 
Lemma 7. If 7 = ( 7,,) is an M, stopping time vector with real-valued components, therz 
‘& c &+. 
Proof, Suppose A E & Then 
Art b {I,,, d S,,r}E&iq, for ail n 2 1 ;3nd s=(S,,)E T. 
??I = I
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In particular, for arbitrary positve integers k,, . . . , k, and t E T, 
Taking the union over k,, . . . , k, successively, 
An f? {~rn<trnI~ *&,,t forall nH. 
m= 1 
By Lemma 5, A E .M,+. 
Lemma 8. If 7 is an J&(J&+) stopping time vector, h = (h,) E T, and u = r + h, then 
ct is an &,(J&,) stopping time vector and 4, c J&,(&+ c J&+). 
Proof. We will prove the statement for J&+ stopping time vectors 7, the A, case 
being similar. Suppose t = (t,J E T. If h,,, 2 t, for some m, then 
fi {urn < t,} = ii (T,,, + hm < ~7) = 4 E ~6 
m = 1 tn = I 
We can therefore assume that h,,, < tm s 00 for all m ; that is, all h,, are finite. If 
NI = (m: t,,, = a}, then 
ii bm < tml = n {Ott, +htn < ttt ’ ‘7 ,*f-lN bt,, + hm < tm 1 
m = 1 mc N, 1 
= n {7,,, < fmln rt k, < ttt7 - hm3* 
tn t N, tn P N, 
If t* = (tz) where tz =a~ for nEN, and tz=ttl-h,, for &IV,, then t*st and 
“44 t*c A&. Hence 
This shows that u is an A,+ stopping time vector. By intersecting each event in the 
above argument with A E JH.~+, it is easily seen that A,, c A&+. 
We now come to the question of measurability of & where 7 is a stopping time 
vector. This question will be cons,ldered only for stopping time vectors having 
real-valued components, it no: being known if the results hold in the extended 
real-valued case. 
We will make use of the following result proved in [2]. For n 2 I 7 let T’“) = 
nr,=, [O,a] and X(“)=ni=, & be endowed with the product topology and let 
3?07) denote the Bore1 subsets of X? For each t = (ttJ E If(“), let 3:“’ be the 
collection of Bore1 subsets of nz,= 1 [0, t,,,). Consider a collection of a-algebras %,, 
t E T(“), such that Y&c- “ce, whenever s Z- t? s, t E T’“‘, and an n-component ‘;e,+ 
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stopping time vector 7 = (7,). Lastly, for each t E T(“) let Xr = (Xl”, ) be a map from 
fI to Xtn) which is adapted to the family Fit. It was shown in [2] that if the XC process 
is right-continuous on T’“‘, then it is prog e i r ssvely measurable relative to Y$+ and 
x,(w) = WY&, (w)) is 9&+ measurable. It was also shown that X, is $ measurable 
if T is a ‘4, stopping time vector under the same right-continuity condition on the 
process. 
Definition. If 7 is a stopping time vector, & is defined by 
67b) = cs:,:,,, (4) = (g&#) hn)). 
Theorem 9. If 7 = (7,) is an &,(A,,) stopping time vector having real-valued com- 
ponents, then & is &,(.&) measurable. 
Proof. Let 7 = (I,) be an A, stopping time vector with real-valued components. 
Since 
h(w) = lim (5~,d~), . .. , &,, (4, A, A, . . .), 
each of the vector-valued functions (&,, . . . , &!J is A, 
. ,&;i ) is progressively measurable relative to A?i I and 
follows from the result cited above that if B is anBore 
= g,, . . . 1 9 tt, > E B x II EJ n fl (7,~ c snt I E *,#iks- m=n+l I I?1 = 1 
Since this is true for all k > n, {(St,, . . . , (YJ E B} E A, by Lemma 5. The case of 
.&+ stopping time vectors is proved in the same way. 
The proof of the following lemma is basically the same and will be omitted. 
Lemma 10. rf for each n 2: I . h, is a bounded measurable function on 
P. 00) x E,, Y:$ (w,,, ) = 
I 
Irn hm(s, 6s”) & Y,(w) = ( Yc (on,)), 
0 
md 7 is an .H,(.H,, ) stopping time vector with real-valued components, then Y, is 
. li, t L Ni + ) measurable. 
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We now consider a multiparameter version of the strong Markov property. This 
will require that each component &’ be a Feller process; that is, if f~ Co(EJ and 
t a 0, then E,” IYWI, as a function of x E Ed, is an element of Co(Eo). Although 
the proof of the following lemma follows closely a similar proof in [l], complete 
details are given in order to incorporate some necessary refinements. For the proof 
of the following lemma, we adopt the convention that f(x) = 0 if x = (x,) and x, = A 
for some n. 
Theorem 11. If each 4: is a Feller process, f c bS!f’, t = (t,,) E T, and r = (7,) is an d-d,, 
stopping time vector having real-valued components, then 
Proof. If some component of t = (t,) is infinite, then both sides of the above equation 
are zero in accordance with the convention that f(y) = 0 if some component of y 
is A and there is nothing to prove. We can therefore assume that tn < 00, n 2 1. 
Moreover, it suffices to prove the result for functions of the form n E,= 1fm where 
fm E %?lp If * = (a,,) has real components, let cy l t = 1, a,?,. Consider any A E A,+. 
For each k 2 I, let 
Pk(f) = 
(i+ I)/2k if i/2kdt<(i+1)/2k,iB0, 
+OO if t=m, 
and let &( 7) = (Pk( 7,)). We will now show that each Pk( T) is an &,+ stopping time 
vector. Consider any s = (s,) E T. Suppose s,, < 00. Choose i, such that i,/2k < 
s,, s it,,+ 1 /zk. Then Pk(T,,,)<& if and only if &(T,+j/2k for some jSim and the 
latter is true if and only if 7, < i,,,/2k; that is, if s, C 00, then (pk(7,) < s,} = 
(T,,, < i,,,/2k}. On the other hand, if s,, = 00, then {pk(rn,) < s,) =(r,,, <a}. Letting 
cy C s,,, ) = i,,, / 2 k or 00 according as s,,, < 00 or s,, = 00, respectively, 
that is, pk( T) is an .&,+ stopping time vector. Now let i,, i2, . . . be positive integers 
and let tk = (i,,,/zk). Now 
and 
A A fi (pk(7,,) = i,, /2k) = A n ff {(i,,# - I)/zk s T,,~ ( i,,/zk] E .j’@i,g 
I71 = 1 n1 = 1 
E, 
f-7 h bkh) = h/2’;) 
tn = 1 1 
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An fi {pk(7,)=i,,,/2k} dt,,...,dt, 
P?l= 1 1 
Summing over j,, . . . , I,,, 
. . 
l At, 
. . . , db,,. 
Using the fact that p&,) decreases to 7i as k + 00, independence of the &rl processes, 
and the fact that each 5” process is Feller, letting k + 00, 
E, 
This proves that 
Ex ii frn(SE+r a-e. P,. 
m=l 
Definition. If T = (7,) is a stopping Rime vector, the random shift operator 6, is 
defined by O,(w) =(O~,,,,,(w,)) if w =(w,). 
Theorem 12. If each &’ is a Feller process, r = (T,,) is an J&+ stopphg time vector 
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having real-valued components and YE bS@‘, then 
E,[ Y 0 t&l.h+] = Et7[ Y] a.e. P,. 
Proof. For mbl, let 0~t,,~t,2~*=*~tm,kt~~=(tm,j), Y=~~&&&~j) 
with each fmj E 9~~~1, a,,, = 7, + tm,i-,, and u = (a,) = (7, + t,,+,). 
By Lemma 8, c is an AI+ stopping time vector. The assertion will be proved for 
Y of this form by induction on k, the k = 1 case being a special case of the preceding 
. Jemma. We therefore assume the truth of the assertion for Y of the above form 
with k replaced by k - 1. If A E &+ c AC+, then 
EX 
[ 
ii ii fm*i(5~,j+T~ 1; A 
m=l j=l 1 
ii ‘ii’ fm.i(5:.,+7,,, )E ii fm.k(5‘~“,+f,,,~-f,,k-1 )I&+ ; A 
m=l j=l m = 1 1 I 
For j=l,...,k-2,1et 
gi@>= i fm.j(Xm) and g&x‘) 
m = 1 
Then 
= ii fn*,k-l(Xm)Ex ii _fin,k(~~,~-t,n~~-l * 
r?l = 1 [ m = 1 )I 
Ex ir l!i fm.i(~~~,+~,, ); A 
m-=1 j=l 1 
By the induction hypothesis, 
= Ex E& ii xn2fm.,;Cz,,) IFi f,n,k-l(S~~,,k_,)X [ II m=l j=l m=l I 
ii fn&;.k-f ,),. k -1 
)I I 
; A 
n1 = 1
fI fI fm.j(5:,,); A 
m=l j=l II 
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Therefo’ie 
that is, for YE b@ of the prescribed form &[ Y 0 O&M,+] = I!$,[ Y] a.e. P,. Since 
the class of such Y is sufficiently rich, this equation holds for all y E b@. 
If we assume that each 5: process is Feller, then the transition semigroup 
corresponding to each such process has a strong infinitesimal generator A, with 
domain 9(A,,) which is dense in C(E,). We will regard elements of 9(A,) as 
elemknts of Q. The following theorem is a multiparameter version of Dynkin’s 
Lemma and its proof is precisely the same as that of the corresponding theorem in 
PI . 
Theorem 13. If each 6: 
is an -MI+ stopping time 
each m, then 
process is Feller, f = n i, EI frill with f,,, E gIArn)y and M7,,) 
vector having real-valued components and E&J < 00 for 
- Amf,,, K”) dt )1 
/J 
(I 
T 
m > 
x - - A,,2fm2G:2 ) dt, 
0 )I 
5. Simultaneous changes of time scales 
A random change of time scale for a single component Markov process was first 
introduced by Volkonskii [3]. Simultaneous changes of time scales of multiparameter 
processes with finitely many components were first introduced by the author in [2]. 
There is no conceptual difference between finitely many and countably many 
components. 
Definition. The family T(S) = (T,&)), 0 6 s s a~ of A,, stopping time vectors is a 
random vector time scaie if, for each m 2 1 and w E 0, 
(i) ~,~(s,o)~~,,,(z,w)<I~ whenever Osssttq 
(ii) T,,,(s+ h, W) = q,,(s, ~)+r,,,(h)o 8,(,Jo) whenever s, 11 20, 
(iii) T,,,(s, 0) is right-continuous on [0, a), 
(iv) 7,,,(q W) = m. 
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Such a random vector time scale can be used to define an ?J~, t 20, process by 
putting rlr = (773 = &0) = (&,,). We will now show that such a process is a Markov 
process and, in fact, possesses the strong Markov property. The next two results 
relate to a random vector time scale 7(t) as defined above. 
Definition. If Q is an &,,+ stopping time (that is, {q < s) E &) for all s 2 0), we 
define ~(9) by the equation 
dQhJ) = (7,(Q(d 0)) 
noting that r~(cp+h)=?~(~)+~,,,(h)d&,,,m=d. 
Lemma 14. If Q is an A&,,+ stopping time, then T(Q) is an A,, stopping time vector. 
Proof. It suffices to prove that 
ii h(Q) < tmk &,t for all n 3 1 and t = (t,) E T. 
Letting Q denote that set of nonnegative rationals, 
fi b”,(Q)< t,,,) = u {Q s rb ii {7,(r)< t,) 
1?1 = 1 rc 0 nr = 1 1 
by the right-continuity of the r,,,. Since Q is an J&J+ stopping time, {Q s r} E &I+ 
(cf. [ 11). Therefore 
Theorem 15. The system (0, A, AT(,)+, q, Px) is a strong Markov process with 
right-continuous paths. 
Proof. Let Q be an .& ()+ stopping time. By the preceding lemma, 7((p) is an J&+ 
stopping time vector. Let f= n:i,=, fm with fn, E 9(,,,,. Then 
a.e. 9,. Using standard monotone class arguments, the function f can be replaced 
by any function f~ b%‘. 
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